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Introduction
Simultaneous localization and map building for mobile robot (SLAM) is a process that a robot relying on its onboard sensors builds environment map in an unknown environment, and determines its position on the map [1] . SLAM is a complex issue and needs to find a calculation method in high dimensional space, which combines the robot localization and mapping estimates. RaoBlackwellized particle filter (RBPF) proposed by Murphy, Doucet [2] and so on is an effective method to solve the problem of mobile robot SLAM, compared with the traditional Kalman and Markov algorithm, it has specific advantages which can effectively deal with nonlinear and nonGaussian systems without limiting to linear and Gaussian noise assumption.
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm is an emerging computing technology based on swarm intelligence theory. PSO has the best location of memory particles as well as the mechanisms for information sharing among the particles. PSO with unique particle memory can dynamically track current search to adjust search strategy [3] .
RBPF fundamentals of particle filter
According to Murphy's RBPF algorithm, The essential idea of traditional RBPF-SLAM is linear decomposition of the state, to estimate map m and robot path estimating 1: 1 , , 
The process of traditional RBPF particle filter is as follows [4, 5] 
3) Re-sampling: the sampling operation is necessary because the proportion of particles are selected by their weight, particles with limited number are used to approximate a continuous distribution, and particle sampling proposal filters distributed  have a gap with target distribution. After re-sampling, all particles have the same weight. p m x z , then update the map. Currently traditional RBPF particles filter only used mileage meter movement model as proposed distribution, which needs large sampling particles. Frequently re-sampling may led to particle degeneration, and proposed distribution mostly affects the precision of estimates. Proposing the fusion laser observation information can improve the proposed distribution of RBPF, in order to avoid particle degeneration phenomenon in re-sampling and increase the diversity of particles set, introduced particles group optimization strategy into RBPF particles filter can solve the particles impoverishment in importance sampling. The improved method of RBPF-SLAM increased consistency and accuracy of the robot pose estimation while maintaining the diversity of the particle.
Hybrid laser information improved PSO-RBPF

improving the prediction of particle distribution
Map building conducted by mobile robot highly correlated with robot pose. Using particle filters calculate the current location, represented by , , ( ) x y  in the Cartesian space. Particles predict the distribution of
, it obtained by the system evolution of 1 ( , )
. The traditional distribution of particle filter ignores the function of the current observation t Z . herefore, this paper will be divided into the following three steps into to propose the observation of the laser sensor information [6] 
Among them, Q stand for laser rangefinder noise covariance matrix.
2) Treat Eq. (4) as an initial state of the extended Kalman filter, using it to update each observed characteristics, is described as Eq. (5) and Eq. (8) ( , )
ˆ( )
Among them, the h   , x h  is the Jacobin matrix of observation equation ( , ) t t h x  respectively on Observation State t  and State t x . R is a covariance matrix of motion control model noise . 3) From the posterior probability distributions of the output result, the current entred observations of new particle distribution can be gained, see Eq. (10).
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Particle Swarm Optimization Strategy
Integration of laser observation information can make the proposal distribution closer to the true target distribution, re-sampling particle depletion phenomena still exist in the process. PSO [7] is used to optimize re-sampling particle iteration and adjust the sample set of particles in this paper. ( 
S t means the position of particle i at the time of t ; pbest S and gbest S are separately meant the optimal solutions of robot pose distribution locally and globally. Then using ( | , )
calculates the weight of each particle, the eight minimum particle is
2) Particles option. Fitness function is applied between ( ) F  and particle attraction , j k F for energy efficiency, ( )
, ,
In formula(13) , j k F means that particle j has an energy efficiency appeal on particle k. In this paper , 0 j k F  that means the particle j attracted by particle k or two particles in the energy balance. In formula (8) , the other particles have the maximum energy efficiency of 
,
With mut P probability for Genetic Variation, { , } 
Hybrid laser information improved PSO-RBPF algorithm
The steps as shown below: Step1 according to 2.1method, updates the proposed distribution of particle, initial pose estimation 
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